
i8 not an interpretation at all. Ordinarily ...so there was no special pro

blem in the interpretation of that verse, was there, other than what we have

already noticed about the previous verse. I would. think that the way that

the way ...the plan is to think, to decide the roles that are followed .... So

that he &e- shows how his plans are so different ".. and. then they do what

is wicked...but he has plans that are different. I would ±t think that
Ki ttel

Of course ....my thoughts from your thoughts . In the/444.e Bible they have

...± you notice how ---man is often it is the use of ....1is the use of Mm,

separation. And the source it originates from ...they are higher than man

it is interesting to notice how the two verbs here are perfect. So are

my ways higher than your ways. In English you would say they aren't any more.
They just used to be.
Of course in the Hebrew the perfect does not mean... the perfect is k something

that has been establihsed. It is a situation that is complete. The imperfect

is that which is incomplete. The perfect shows an established situation, and

therefore the perfect is appropriate here. If you can't translate it.. It isntt

that they used to be that way, but the system issa- established. God has

established the heavents hight above the earth, and. similarly ...the thought

that man is always looking for an advantage for hi self, and is willing to

make this marvelous offer of pardon of sin ...who have sinned x so grievously

against him, and to give an offer absolutely of grace, nothing that they do

could 4,.s4e- deserve it whatever, just everyone who is thirsty is invited to

partake of i. That seems to be simply a matter of pronunciation. Very often

two words are combined in accentuation, and it doesn't seem tb have ak any great

significance as far as meaning is concerned. Well, actually of ¬ee course

...I think that perhaps the comparative idea is more easily understood. Perahaps

it is more becaused t e heavens are higher than the earth. Similar ...Usually

in the Hebrew they have the .. . twice. The first part is compared to the

but in this part having the ... but I think that having the Ki ...already they
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